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Dragon Fire Walk
raises over $80,000 in donations

BY CHARLY HALEY
haleych@mnstate.edu

Jurors in Clay County District
Court Tuesday found MSUM
public safety director Greg Lemke
guilty of careless driving.
“We’re very disappointed,” said
Cash Aaland, Lemke’s attorney,
who commented on his behalf.
“It’s hard to argue with a jury
verdict and you have to respect a
jury verdict.”
Aaland said Lemke acted
honorably through the trial.
Lemke’s supervisors at MSUM
have declined comment, citing
the Minnesota Data Practices Act.
“This is a private matter and we
will not comment,” said David
Wahlberg, executive director for
communications and marketing.
Moorhead police declined to
provide a report to The Advocate
after two requests Tuesday.
According to The Forum of
Fargo-Moorhead, the police
report filed stated:
On Feb. 16, Moorhead resident
Angelica Varriano told police she
was driving about 30 mph on 20th
Street South when Lemke, whose
car was in front of hers, stopped
abruptly. Varriano said she tried
to go around Lemke’s car using
LEMKE, PAGE 7

Scorch watched as runners lined up, getting ready for the 5K race.

BY MEREDITH WATHNE
wathneme@mnstate.edu

A cold and cloudy morning didn’t
stop runners in the Fargo-Moorhead
area from hitting the pavement
Saturday for the seventh annual
Dragon Fire Walk.
The Dragon Fire Walk committee,

JANAE BOSWELL • boswellja@mnstate.edu

along with the athletics department,
hosted the 5K, 10K and 10-mile race
at Nemzek in hopes of raising at least
$70,000 in donations. The events
opened on Friday, April 27 at 5 p.m.
in Nemzek with a spaghetti dinner,
door prizes and a silent auction
followed by a Youth Fun Run at

5:30 p.m. and opening ceremony. It
was on Saturday morning at 9 a.m.
that the races began to raise funds
for Dragon athletic scholarships.
For this year’s seventh annual
walk, new categories consisting of
two-person 10-mile relays were
added to the schedule in attempt to

The term probationary faculty is
used for full-time professors with
long-term contracts who have not
received tenure, which they are
eligible for after five years if they
meet certain requirements. The
union considers fixed-term positions
to be in violation of contract if they
are renewed year after year without
proper reasons.
Technically, the union does not
consider a budget crisis a valid
excuse – an emergency vacancy is
among several acceptable reasons
– but it decided not to pursue
grievances during the budget crises
to escape the same hire-layoff
cycle administrators feared, said
philosophy department chairman
Theodore Gracyk, MSUM faculty
union president.
“On our campus, the Faculty
Association worked with the
administration to find solutions that
would not create layoffs,” Gracyk
said. “And we almost entirely
succeeded.”
Szymanski and Blackhurst

lauded the union for its cooperation.
“Even though the union doesn’t
like you to have a whole lot of
fixed term and
adjunct folks
they understood
that I was trying
to save faculty
jobs and they
worked with
us on this,”
Szymanski
President Edna
said.
Szymanski
Along with
using fixed-term and adjunct
positions, MSUM saved money
and jobs encouraging senior
faculty members to retire early
rather than eliminating twice as
many less expensive probationary
professorships.
And the current transition
from fixed-term to tenure-track
positions is virtually budget neutral,
costing about $21,000 more per
year, according to the AABAC
recommendations fact sheet.
FACULTY, PAGE 7

draw in a bigger crowd. It wasn’t
until after the races that Athletic
Director Doug Peters announced
that over $80,000 had been raised
to go toward athletic scholarships.
Assistant athletics director for
External Relations, Gloria Riopelle
FIRE WALK, PAGE 7

Healthier budget allows 29 faculty hires Welcome
center
plans
underway
BY BRYCE HAUGEN
haugenbr@mnstate.edu

As the school year ends, MSUM’s
struggle for fiscal sustainability
continues. But the university’s move
to replace temporary contracts with
tenure-track faculty positions does
signal some level of budget stability.
Over time, that stability will
become tangible in classrooms and
offices around campus due to the
ongoing hires – from education
to music to
biosciences – of
29 probationary
f a c u l t y
positions for
next
school
year, said Anne
Blackhurst,
provost
and
senior
vice Anne Blackhurst
president for academic affairs.
While the university worked to sort
out its finances amid dwindling state
funding, it relied heavily on fixed
one-year contracts and part-time
adjuncts to avoid a cycle of hiring
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one year and downsizing the next.
“The bottom line is I don’t
like laying people off,” President
Edna Szymanski said. “It disrupts
families and it usually affects those
who make the least.”
“Now we’re at a stage in the
budget,” she said, “where we’re
not expecting another massive
withdrawal of state funding.”
Added Blackhurst: “we’re at a
point where we can make a longterm commitment to faculty when
we invite them to join us.”

A collaborative effort

Szymanski has the ultimate
hiring authority on campus,
but she followed the exact
recommendations made this fall
by the Academic Affairs Budget
Advisory
Committee,
which
includes Blackhurst, six unionappointed faculty members and
five deans. The AABAC meets
twice monthly and examines the
intricacies of each request (this year
there were 57) for positions.

BY BECKI DEGEEST
degeestre@mnstate.edu

Prospective students of MSUM
might have a new kind of welcome,
if the university can raise the money
for a new center specifically for that
purpose.
The main reason for a welcome
center is due to lack of space in
admissions and other departments
that recruit students.
“When we have many prospective
students and families visiting
campus, we do not have adequate
or enough space for meetings with
touring families,” vice president
for enrollment management Diane
Solinger said. “In addition, our
Alumni House is literally a house. It
WELCOME, PAGE 7

Find something to do this summer,
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ampus
alendar

5.3 - 5.11

5.3

5.4

5.5

5.6

5.10

5.11

8 a.m. - History workshop
- CMU
2 p.m. - Sustainablitiy
coordinator open forum CMU 227
2 p.m. - Sustainablitiy
coordinator open forum CMU 227
6 p.m. - Graphic communication final projects
- CMU Ballroom
9 a.m. - Ron Masanz
track invitational Nemzek
2 p.m. - Galileo - The
Power of the Telescope Bridges 167
5 p.m. - Spring banquet CA 121
7 p.m. - Film final screening - Glasrud auditorium
2 p.m. - Athletic social CMU Ballroom
3 p.m. - Lake Agassiz
Band concert - Glasrud
Auditorium
11 a.m. - All campus appreciate luncheon - CMU
Ballroom
4 p.m. - Sash ceremony CMU Ballroom
10 a.m. - College of education and human services
and college of arts and
humanities graduation Nemzek
2 p.m. - College of science and natural sciences
and college of business
and industry graduation Nemzek
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MSUM Briefs
Kraus-Anderson
Construction visits

Chad Rettke, senior project
manager at Kraus-Anderson
Construction
Company,
visited MSUM’s construction
management offices to donate
items to the department, such as
hard hats, coffee cups, literature
and information about their
company on April 13.
Provost Anne
Blackhurst
accepted the gifts, along with
college of business and industry
Dean Marsha Weber, and
construction management faculty
member Norma Andersen.
The gifts were given as a way
to inform MSUM construction
management students of KrausAnderson and the opportunities
they offer.
Kraus-Anderson has hired
multiple MSUM construction
management
majors
for
internships
and
full-time
positions.
Andersen said the construction
management program values
the relationship created between
students and businesses in the
industry. “Without them, we
don’t know if we’re preparing
the students for the right things.
We interact with the industry,
get their input, get our students
out working with them, and get
feedback on their strengths and
weaknesses. It helps us build our
program.”

Students placed third at
Symposium

Eleven students from the
computer science and information
systems department attended
the Midwest Instruction and
Computing Symposium. They
were Charles Belanger, Shaochun
Chen, Matthew Ehrichs, Dustin
Ernst, Baron Hines, Michael
Hurtig, Matthew Kava, William
Linebaugh, Dalton Maddux,
Steven Ruckdashel and Samuel
Sussman.
The symposium was held in
Cedar Falls, Iowa at the University
of Northern Iowa on April 13-14.
The students attended technical
presentations and participated
in robotic and programming
contests. The team of Ernst,
Ruckdashel and Sussman placed
third out of 52 teams in the
programming contest.
MSUM mass communication
students win District 8 title
MSUM mass communications
advertising students took first
place last weekend in the
District 8 American Advertising
Federation’s National Student
Advertising
Competition
held in Minneapolis. For this
competition,
the
students
presented an integrated marketing
plan for Nissan targeted to multicultural millennials, specifically
Chinese, Hispanic and African
Americans.
The MSUM team will now
participate in the national
competition against 14 other
district winners. This competition
will be held at the American
Advertising Federation’s national
convention held June 2-5 in
Austin, Texas.

News briefs from Dragon
Digest or submitted to
advocate@mnstate.edu

4.23
Noise complaint in Nelson. Five
individuals warned for noise
violation.
Marijuana odor complaint in
Grantham, unable to locate
source.

4.24
Noise complaint in Dahl. One
referred to Campus Judicial for
noise violation.
Fire alarm in Lommen, pull station activation.
Roommate dispute in Nelson.
Housing personnel contacted.
Suspicious person in P Lot.
Moorhead PD contacted for male
reporting suspicious activity offcampus.

Thursday, May 3, 2012

Security Update
Director of Public Safety

Greg Lemke
4.25
Motor Vehicle Crash reported
at Sixth Avenue South and 14th
Street South, property damage
only.
Marijuana odor complaint in
Dahl. Two referred to Campus
Judicial for narcotics violation.
4.26
Requested welfare check on
student, unable to locate.
4.27
Found property in Grantham.
Housing disposed of the property.

4.28
Theft report in the CMU. Moorhead PD contacted to take report.
Smoking violation outside Holmquist. One non-student warned
for smoking on campus.
4.29
Vandalism reported in Dahl. One
male referred to Campus Judicial
for disorderly conduct, vandalism, and failure to comply with
university official.
Smoking violation in U Lot. Two
referred to Campus Judicial.

To report a problem contact Public Safety at 218.477.2675

Classifieds

For Sale by Owner Open
House.
1219 19 1/2 St. S. Moorhead
April 28, 1-3. 4 bedrooms, 2
bath rambler. Updated kitchen,
large dining room, spacious
utility room and family room.
1 car garage with extra-large
driveway for parking. Close to
campus. $125.000 320-3523583.
PRE-LEASING SPECIALS!

Reserve your apartment now
for the 2012 school year. 1,
2 and 3-bedroom apartments
within walking distance to
campus. Assigned parking,
secure
building, laundry
facilities on-site and much
more!
Most
apartments
available June 1. Call Kristin
today for more information
or schedule a showing at:
701.630.1862 or visit: www.
covisproperties.com.
Large 2 bedroom apartments
Walking distance to campus.
Start June 1 or Aug. 1. $300/
month for the summer. $450
- $495/month during the fall.
Heat and water paid. Call Jon
to see 218.790.4866
For Rent
Going fast, reserve your for
2012-2013 school year before
it’s too late. Many to choose
from 3/4/5 bedroom houses
1 and 2 bedroom apartments.
Near MSUM and Concordia
Call today at 218.227.0000
or visit our www. rkakrentals.
com
Summer Camp Positions
Camp Wilderness - located in
beautiful northern Minnesota!
Camp Director, Program
Director, Cook, Store
Manager, Medic, Head
Lifeguard, Ropes Course
Director, Climbing Tower
Director, Rifle Director, and
Archery Director. Must be
at least 21 years of age. You
can earn college credit for
most of these positions or
possibly a college internship.
Contact us for an application.
701.293.5011
Room and board plus weekly
salary from $220 to $300 per
week based on the job!
Season: June 10 - Aug. 4

A&E
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Fun things
to do in
Fargo Moorhead
this summer
BY ANDREW JASON • jasonan@mnstate.edu

Summer is just around the corner.
While a majority of students
will be going home there’s a lot
happening in Fargo-Moorhead for
those who are sticking around. So
get outside, grab some friends and
have fun this summer.
Red River Zoo
This 33-acre zoo opened in 1999
with only seven trees and a few
old barns but has grown to include
over 500 trees with modified and
renovated buildings. Check out the
over 300 animals of 75 species that
call the Red River Zoo home.
More information:
www.redriverzoo.org
FM Redhawks
Fargo’s baseball team is back. Their
home opener is May 6 against the
St. Paul Saints. The Redhawks
will play over 50 games this
summer at Newman Outdoor Field.
Dollar dog nights, fireworks and
superhero night are all promotional
games that will happen throughout
the summer. So get down there and
be sure to grab some peanuts and
Cracker Jacks.
More information:
www.fmredhawks.com

Fargo Marathon
May 18 – 19
It doesn’t matter if you’re running
one of the three different races or
if you’re there to cheer on a friend,
this is one party you don’t want to
miss. This 26.2-mile block party
features a band every mile, over
10,000 runners and thousands of
spectators. So lace up your shoes
and get out there.
More information:
www.fargomarathon.com
Fargo Ribfest
June 16 – 19
Live music. Great food. Blowup games for kids — or college
students. What’s not to love?
James Otto, Foghat and Craig
Morgan will be performing,
but the star of the festival is the
barbecue. So get down to the
Fargodome from June 16 – 19,
and make sure you don’t wear a
white shirt.
More information:
www.fargoribfest.com
Red River Valley Fair
July 10 – 15
The Red River Valley Fair started
in 1904 and now draws crowds

The latest Will Farrell film
follows his character Armando, a
man working on his father’s ranch
in Mexico. Armando mainly lives
a quiet life, however, he starts to
see there are a lot of drug killings
going on. Things get worse when
his brother Raul (Luga) returns
home and is discovered to be in
the drug business as well.
All the while, Armando
becomes infatuated with Raul’s
fiancée Sonia (Rodriguez), this
causes tension as a drug war
starts in the family’s lands, and it
falls on Armando’s shoulders to
protect the family honor.
The entire film is basically
a mock of older soap operas,
dramas and westerns and has
a very “grind-house” feel to it.
None of it is meant to be taken
seriously as the characters are
usually overacting and being
goofy. This satire premise is sort
of funny at first, however, the
novelty wears out before the first
act even finishes. This makes the
rest of the movie drag with only

Fargo Blues Festival
July 27 - 28
This is one of the best blues fests
in the country and this year it
will feature 12 bands over the
two days in the grass of Newman
Outdoor Field. Throughout it’s
history over 25 Grammy Award
winning and nominated bands
and two members of the Rock
N’ Roll Hall of Fame have
performed at the Fargo Blues
Festival.
More information:
www.fargobluesfest.com

Thursday, April 12
The Aquarium
QN%PPSTt"HFT

Saturday, April 14
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Wednesday, April 25
The Aquarium
QN%PPSTt"HFT

Friday, April 20
The Venue @ The Hub
QN%PPSTt"HFT

a few funny parts here and there
along the way.
Giving credit where it’s due,
Farrell did a good job of doing
what was basically a foreign
language film. He plays the role
like it’s supposed to be played,
being over the top serious all the
time. The rest of the cast does fine
as well. I especially liked Gael
Garcia Bernal as the evil king pin
character Onza; he made for a
funny villain.
What seemed to be the downfall
“Casa de mi Padre” was the
writing. It’s a shame because the
performances here are actually
good, there just wasn’t enough
jokes with big payoffs to deliver
laughs throughout the movie.
For the most part, “Casa de
mi Padre” feels like a “Saturday
Night Live” sketch that had some
funny parts, but went on far too
long and isn’t very memorable.
It’s not truly a bad movie; it
seemed like the idea was good in
theory, there just wasn’t enough
substance to make a good film.
This one gets a high 2 out of 5.

Fargo Street Fair
July 19 – 20
If you’ve never been to the Fargo
Street Fair, you’ll want to check
this out. Hundreds of vendors line
the streets of downtown Fargo
selling their original goods. Plus,
food vendors will be out selling
their delicious delicacies.

#)!)+&,"-%..

w/ Rocket Club

BY MATTHEW LIEDKE
liedkema@mnstate.edu

of more than 100,000 people
each year. With acts like The
Band Perry, Chevelle and Jerod
Niemmann, they are sure to top
that number again.
More information:
www.redrivervalleyfair.com

!"#$%!&'(()*%
w/ Chuckwayne

Farrell’s ‘Casa de mi Padre’
lacks comedic substance
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Internships score seniors more job offers
JASMINE MAKI
makija@mnstate.edu

The job search after graduation
can be stressful, but internships
provide students with the skills and
connections they need to succeed.
Bradley Ostendorf, a senior
accounting major, has had three
internships to prepare himself for
a job after graduation. His hard
work paid off when one of those
internships earned him a full-time
position.
Last fall, Ostendorf attended
Meet the Firms, an annual event
held at NDSU that provides
accounting students the opportunity
to meet with firms about future jobs
and internship opportunities.

Bradley Ostendorf

At the event, Ostendorf made
a connection with a tax associate
from McGladrey, the fifth largest
U.S. provider of assurance, tax
and consulting services located in
Minneapolis. From there, he turned
in his resume and was chosen for
an interview. After meeting with
two directors and a senior associate,
Ostendorf was offered the spring
internship.

“I knew I wanted to go into public
accounting, so whatever firm would
hire me is where I was going to end
up,” Ostendorf said. “But, it’s a
really good situation at McGladrey,
so I got lucky.”
Unlike
many
internships,
Ostendorf’s paid well – $20 an hour
– which allowed him to dedicate
more time to the internship.
He worked about 65 hours a
week at McGladrey throughout
the semester. At the end of the
internship, they offered him a fulltime job starting after graduation.
“It was a big relief because I could
spend my senior year focusing on
school and the CPA exam instead
of worrying about finding a job,”
Ostendorf said.
He will start his full-time position
as an internal tax associate at
McGladrey in July.
“For my internship, basically
I was an associate already,”
Ostendorf said. “It’s basically going
to be the same thing.”
With moving to the cities and
starting a new job, as well as getting
married, Ostendorf has his summer
completely booked.

Twins take New York

On the other hand, graphic design
students Amber and Alyssa Nelson
don’t even know where they’ll be
living this summer.
Last year, the twin sisters applied
at many publications in New York.
They received a few offers and
disappointments, but eventually
each accepted two internships at
Hearst Magazines — a marketing
internship at the Food Network

Amber and Alyssa Nelson

Magazine and an editorial internship
at Redbook.
“We had gone into the process
hoping for just one position and
ended up getting two,” Alyssa said.
When they interviewed at Food
Network Magazine the interviewer
suggested splitting the week, so
she could work with both of them.
Later, Redbook proposed the same
idea.
In January, they packed their bags
and headed to New York.
“It was definitely a good step
for me to come out of my comfort
zone,” Amber said. “I was excited
to take in the city and the whole
experience of working at such a
prestigious company as Hearst.”
Unlike Ostendorf’s internship,
Amber and Alyssa’s internships
have been completely unpaid and
the combined internships didn’t
allow for a part-time job.
“That was the downer of the
whole internship experience,”
Alyssa said.
Although they worked hard to
save money throughout high school
and college, the cost of living in
New York was more than their life

savings could handle. They took
out a small student loan for living
expenses, but it was all worth it for
the experience, they said.
“It has been fun to learn how
the editors work with the art
department to create the design
story,” Amber said. She feels lucky
to have been able to experience
both the marketing and editing side
of a magazine and how they work
together.
Now, as the twins complete their
internships, they are looking for full
time jobs.
“I feel that the experience
of applying for internships has
prepared me to apply for jobs,”
Amber said. “I’m not as nervous
to go through cold-calling, and
the thought of rejection is much
less intimidating, since I’ve been
through it and understand that not
every option is a good fit.”
Amber and Alyssa are focusing
their job search in Minneapolis, but
said they are both open to accepting
jobs in NYC if they get the right
offer. They will continue doing
freelance work for Food Network
Magazine until they find full-time
work.
“Amber and I were both offered
freelance positions with Food
Network Magazine when we
complete our internships until we
find full-time work,” Alyssa said.

Overcoming intimidation

Much like Amber and Alyssa,
Jenny Christen also chose to
complete her graphic design
internship credits in New York.
Christen began applying last fall

with her heart set on the west coast,
but eventually opened her mind to
other areas.
“When I started applying in New
York, I was looking for places that
could fuel my design sense and
simultaneously grow,” Christen
said.
She sent 20x200 her website link
with an online portfolio and resume.
Within a day, she had a reply. Within
a week, she had an interview via
Skype and was offered a job.
“My initial thought was, ‘I can’t.’
My second thought was, ‘I have
to,’” Christen said.
The thought of living in such a
big city intimidated Christen, but it
has opened many opportunities for
the future.

Jenny Christen

“I’ve visited many offices in New
York and thought, ‘Wow. This is
what I want,’” Christen said. “Being
in New York has elicited all sorts of
future plans, but I am just enjoying
the journey at the moment.”
Christen has been offered a fulltime position at another company
in New York, but is continuing her
job search.

W

e are proud of your success
and welcome you to the
Alumni Family! Stay connected.
For information on Alumni
benefits, gatherings, Linked In
networking and connecting with
other Dragons across the world
go to

www.mnstate.edu/alumni
Register for a new Alumni
account to receive monthly
e-mail invitations, updates and
more.
Best Wishes!
MSUM Alumni Foundation

Congratulations 2012 Graduates,

MSUM’s Newest Alumni!
www.mnstate.edu/alumni
Minnesota State University Moorhead is an equal opportunity educator and employer and is a member of the Minnesota State Colleges and Universities System.
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On-campus dining centers offer cuisine variety
MEGAN HAVIG
havigme@mnstate.edu

Here it is — the final stretch
until summer. AdvoEats has
gone all over town, trying out
different food establishments
and reporting back on what each
eatery had to offer. For the final
Spring 2012 edition, we are
honing in on home-base. This
is the best of MSUM edition
for our very own food joints:
Kise Dining Center, Subs and
Sweets, and the Dragon Cafe.

Kise Dining Center

Breakfast. Lunch. Supper.
For three years, I ate the
courses that Kise had to offer.
One of Kise’s best meals is
their breakfast; I always made
a beeline to the omelet station,
where I could choose the guts
for my morning glory omelet.
I also loved the fresh fruit,
yogurt and granola on my
“healthy Megan” days and the
occasional cinnamon roll on the
“not-so-healthy Megan” days.
Finally, the diverse supply of
cereal was ever-flowing, which
was wonderful because that
cereal got me through subpar
lunches and suppers as cereal is
offered all day long.
Another personal favorite of
Kise was the Friday afternoon
Mongolian stir fry. The long

line was always worth the
plate. Choosing from a variety
of fresh vegetables and four
different sauces (I always chose
the peanut Thai sauce) and
watching the flame go up as my
food sizzled made my Friday
afternoons.
Finally, I would like to blame
my freshman 15 on the Kise
cookies. They were just so dang
good.
Though there were days
of uninspiring dishes and
occasional lack of vegetables, I
love Kise most for the memories
that it holds. Never again will
I get to eat with my college
friends at the same place every
day. Some of my best college
memories come from laughing
and talking around a table, so
long that the workers had to
kick us out.
And let’s be honest, late
night Kise got me through some
brutal papers.

Subs and Sweets

Located in the CMU, Subs
and Sweets’ name sums up the
core of this eatery’s menu. I,
however, favor and frequent the
item not named: the wrap.
Any sandwich is also offered
in different wrap flavors. I
always chose the vegetable
wrap, and although it probably
doesn’t fulfill the food pyramid
requirement for that healthy
portion of greens, it sure tastes
delicious. If wraps aren’t your
thing, swing the pendulum from

JESSICA FLEMING • flemingjes@mnstate.edu

The on-campus dining selections are Dragon Cafe in MacLean; Subs & Sweets, Kise and Union City located in the CMU.

health and eat a scotcheroo
(also know as a Special K
bar depending on where you
are from). They are just like
grandma’s and I can almost
guarantee they are sliced bigger
than hers.

Dragon Cafe

The Dragon Cafe, in my
opinion, is one of Flora Frick’s
best attributes. It is the food
place that everyone wants to
hang around between classes.
That being said, the Dragon
Cafe is my favorite eating place
of the three mentioned. It has
a great location for those with
classes on the south half of
campus and offers a variety of
quick lunch options, similar to
a glorified gas station (and I
mean that in the most endearing

way).
When I’m feeling healthy,
I grab a naked juice, a cheese
stick, fruit or a sandwich.
When I need a pick-me-up
I order something from the
Caribou Coffee menu; they
offer daily deals on different
lattes, which makes it easier on
the budget.
When I need some sugar, I
wait until 4:30 p.m. and buy a
half-priced pastry (if there are
any left). Also, the hot dishes
of the day are tasty. The taco
in a bag is always a Thursday
treat.
Finally, there are a lot of
different snack options for the
rushed student. Some of my
favorite take-aways are the
shakes from the new shake
machine, cliff bars (my favorite

granola bar), an Arnold palmer
or hard boiled eggs (strange,
but so good).
In essence, this place has
been the hub of many friend
gatherings, hunger quenchings
and the occasional post exam
pastry celebration.
For that, I am thankful.
Just as classes, friendships,
good and bad decisions and
professors have made my years
at MSUM what they are (which
is awesome), I would add all of
these food joints to the list as
places of memorable moments
in my college career.
With one year left, I expect
more of these moments are yet
to come.
Cheers to MSUM’s food
establishments.
They each
have something unique to offer.

bit,” she said.
Her unique casting choice,
along with modifications to
the play itself, may seem
unsuitable to those who enjoy
classic theater because of
Shakespeare’s celebrity status
among playwrights. However,
Olson sees her modifications in
a different light.
“Shakespeare is sort of
special because it’s idolized,”
Olson said. “People look at
it as being the bar; you can’t
touch it, you can’t do anything
to it. I think that if Shakespeare
were alive today he would be
doing regional versions of ‘The
Merry Wives of Windsor’ and

setting them in different things.
Maybe he’s rolling over in his
grave, but we’re all having a lot
of fun, so it’s OK.”
Wheeler,
like
Olson,
appreciates
the
idea
of
modernizing and localizing
something as well known as
Shakespeare.
“Adaptations and changes like
that are something Shakespeare
would understand,” Wheeler
said.
Though this was her first
adaption, Olson intends to
adapt another script in the
future.
“She
understands
her
Shakespeare,” Wheeler said.

Student writes adaptation of Shakespeare’s play
DANIELLE REBEL
rebelda@mnstate.edu

Maggie Olson

some really great work Maggie
has done.”
Olson
directed
the
performance in addition to
adapting the play — spending
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When she first took the stage
at age 5, Maggie Olson would
never have guessed that years
later, she would see her own
words come to life on stage.
What was originally intended
to fulfill a class assignment,
slowly morphed into something
much more. The sophomore
English major’s adaption to
the Shakespearian comedy
“The Merry Wives of Windsor”
was recently performed at the
Fargo-Moorhead Community
Theatre.
“(‘The Merry Wives of
Windsor’) was written 415
years ago, but it’s still funny
today because audiences today
still love watching smart
women give bad men their
comeuppance,” Olson said.
Aside from putting in the
additional effort so that her
script would be ready for
performance, Olson took her
directing theory assignment
a step further by not only
modernizing the script, but also
adding regional humor specific
to the Wahpeton, N.D., area,
which she said was a massive
undertaking but well worth the
time.
She titled her adaption “The
Merry Wives of Wahpeton.”
David Wheeler, Olson’s
directing theory professor who
has been with her throughout
the process, calls Olson a
“bright, capable and creative”
student.
“It’s
really
become
a
charming piece,” Wheeler
said of her adaption to the
Shakespearian play. “This is

close to 80 hours with the
script alone — and thoroughly
enjoyed almost every minute of
it.
“It’s really bizarre to watch
something I’ve been living
and breathing for a year and a
half, now to be in the hands of
actors and just coming to life
on stage,” Olson said.
She
said
that
casting
was the most difficult part
of the experience. During
Shakespeare’s
time,
men
played the roles of women,
who were not allowed to
perform in theater. Ironically,
the individual Olson felt fit
her male lead character best is
female.
“It kind of flips Shakespearian
gender roles on their head a
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Adopting a critical and curious mindset

BY JOHN GOERKE
goerkejo@mnstate.edu

The older I get, the more I
appreciate the vault of wisdom
that is the film “Forrest Gump.”
While acknowledging the
cult-popularity of the “box of

chocolates” dialogue, I maintain
that the most important lesson
comes from a brief exchange
between Gump and a slightly
intoxicated Lt. Dan.
“Have you found Jesus yet,
Gump?” sputters the angry
lieutenant. “I didn’t know I was
supposed to be looking for him,
sir,” comes the reply.
Too often, we are like Gump.
We are completely oblivious of
the questions we ought to be
asking. This is strange because
we are given so many answers
on a daily basis. There is a joke
in the “Hitchhikers Guide to
the Galaxy” series that revolves
around a super computer, named
Deep Thought, that one day spits
out “the ultimate answer.” The
ultimate answer is, of course,
the number 42. Following the

announcement of the answer, the
computer is then set to the task
of finding the ultimate question.
Every
day
brings
a
bombardment of answers to

agencies would be thrown into
if the average consumer started
asking these deeper questions.
Imagine what would happen if
we realized that female breasts

all kinds of questions, most
of which we, in our laziness,
have left unasked. Every single
advertisement is an answer to
the question, “What will make
me happy?” But that answer
assumes a positive response to
the questions, “Should I seek
immediate happiness?” and
“Can I attain happiness with
things or experiences?”
Imagine the frenzy ad

really have nothing at all to do
with the millions of products
they are used to advertise.
Imagine if we weren’t so easily
fooled by bright lights and loud
noises.
But advertisements aren’t
the only bearer of answers we
encounter on a daily basis. We
writers, in newsprint and in
novels, all offer up pages and
pages of answers. Yet, we make

job they’ve had the pleasure of
acquiring. Good luck, everyone.
Good luck, me.
Since this is the last issue,
I will refrain from critiquing
societal stupidity and write about
something a little more pleasant:
bears.
The other week, I had the
opportunity to go home and
visit my parents, dog and nearby
sister. This was not the usual visit
home, however. Numerous bear
sightings have been reported by
our neighbors, and an Otter Tail
County sheriff even stopped by
to warn my parents that the bear
he saw was the biggest black bear
he’d ever seen. How many bears
he’s actually seen in his lifetime
is still a questionable matter.
Our home, nestled in the heart
of the lakes country, has woods
on three sides, making it a cozy
cove for animals, typically
skunks, raccoons and deer – the
more harmless bunch of beasts.

We’re not used to black bears
perusing our backyard and
knocking down bird feeders.
Much to the chagrin of my
mom and sister, dad, along
with our dog, Samuel Baxter
Willoughby Feir (Sam, for short)

branch from an ironwood tree
and give him a good whack to
the head. This does not knock
him out, but it provides enough
time for my dad and dog to run
to the house. I end up in a tussle
with the bear and he bites my

“Too often we are like Gump. We are
completely oblivious of the questions we ought
to be asking.”

an assumption when we put pen
to paper; we assume the reader
has asked the question for which
we have an answer. We assume
the reader is more like Lt. Dan
and less like those persons
scratching their heads at the
number 42.
So, in this the last paper of
the year, I challenge the reader
to do two things. First, notice
the millions of answers you are
given on a daily basis. Second,
figure out what questions they
are answering or questions they
assume you’ve already answered.
When we have transcended mere
acceptance of answers given
and have assumed a critical and
curious mindset, only then will
the answers make sense. More
importantly, only then will we
know which answers are right.

Bearly there: Minnesota loses its wild side at a price

BY MEGHAN FEIR
feirme@mnstate.edu

We all know it’s the end; the
end of the semester, that is.
College students near and far
will be traveling back to their
roots to live off their parents
again, attempting to work and
save money for the school year,
while some will be staying in
the F-M area working whatever

“Since this is the last issue, I will refrain from
critiquing societal stupidity and write about
something a little more pleasant: bears.”
and I decided to scour the woods
ourselves. Armed with nothing
but our curiosity, we wore
smiles, and excitement could be
seen glimmering in our eyes.
As we walked over woodland
plants and twigs walking between
each maple and basswood, I kept
imagining how I would attack
the bear if he happened to show
his frighteningly furry — yet
cute, from afar — face.
Scenario No. 1: I grab a fallen

arm, creating quite a bloody
mess of a Meg. My dad then
shoots his shoulder, and I’m able
to run to the house amidst my
battle wounds. These wounds
will eventually turn into scars
that I can show off as I retell my
tale of bear fighting to friends.
Scenario No. 2: I climb a tree
and jump on the bear’s back,
tightening my arms around
his neck, therefore cutting off
oxygen and making him pass

out. My dad, Sam and I then
run like track stars to the safety
of our home. We then drink tea
and watch a rerun of “Downton
Abbey” with my mom to
calm our nerves after we’ve
animatedly discussed the fear
that gurgled in our guts during
what would become known as,
“The Bear Incident.”
Though many of us MSUM
students are native Minnesotans,
we’re not used to nature being so
close to home. Our upbringings,
for the most part, have been
pretty tame in our dealings with
animals. We don’t have to walk
outside to use the biffy 100
yards away, and we don’t have
to sleep in a canvas-covered
wagon with the fear of coyotes,
wolves or bears ready to attack
our livestock. Our rifles stay put
unless a hunting expedition has
been in the works for weeks.
This is modern-day Minnesota.
Feel safe.

Being editor proves to be ‘a good way to grow up fast’

BY CHARLY HALEY
haleych@mnstate.edu

A character in Kurt Vonnegut’s
story “Deer in the Works”
describes being editor of a weekly
newspaper as “a good way to
grow up fast.”
After being editor of The
Advocate this school year,
I absolutely agree with that
statement.
It’s been a rough year. I’ve been
forced to make difficult budget

cuts as a result of The Advocate’s
debt. I worked to organize the
newspaper each week, often to
the detriment of my grades and
personal stress level.
It was “a good way to grow
up fast,” and I wasn’t the only
one learning. Every job at The
Advocate is a tough one, and
I’ve had the privilege of working
with a fantastic, talented staff.
It’s been delightful to see them
improve their journalism skills,
and I’m incredibly grateful for
all their hard work. The Advocate
wouldn’t have come out each
week without them.
True to the nature of journalism,
we often had things come up at
the last minute, but my staff and
I handled the chaos well. We’ve
had a successful year together,
winning
several
regional
journalism awards and putting
out a consistently excellent
newspaper each week.
I’m lucky to have had the

opportunity to improve my
journalism skills as editor, but

put in a leadership position, I’ve
become more assertive. This

“Being editor of The Advocate has helped me
learn to adjust my perspective when necessary.
I don’t think I’d ever imagined that I could
handle the immense amounts of stress that
came with being an editor, but I did.”
I’ve learned more than just that.
Being editor of The Advocate
has helped me learn to adjust
my perspective when necessary.
I don’t think I’d ever imagined
that I could handle the immense
amounts of stress that came with
being an editor, but I did.
I’ve practiced asking for help,
particularly from professors. A
few of my professors have been
invaluable resources to me this
school year, and for that I am very
grateful.
Like pretty much all people

often frightened me actually,
because I’m incredibly concerned
with being kind toward others.
But I’ve learned that being
decisive and assertive is OK, that
it doesn’t diminish kindness, and
that it is often necessary to get the
job done.
Vonnegut’s character who
said being editor for a weekly
is “a good way to grow up fast”
ended up leaving journalism,
with the thought that the job is
an overly-chaotic and underpaid,
yet fruitless attempt to make a

difference in the world.
That’s where I disagree. I feel
certain that telling stories and
informing through journalism is
a powerful and effective way to
inspire people, to entertain them
and to make them think. It’s been
a tough year, but I’m leaving my
editor job with plans of moving
on to other journalism jobs where
I can continue to learn and grow
and share impacting stories.
The opinions expressed in The
Advocate are not necessarily those of
the college administration, faculty or
student body.
The Advocate encourages letters to the
editor and any submissions. They
should be typed and must include the
writer’s name, signature, address, phone
number, year in school or occupation
and any affiliations. Letters are due
by 5 p.m. Monday and can be sent to
MSUM
Box
130,
dropped
off
in
The
Advocate
office
or emailed to advocate@mnstate.edu.
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WELCOME, FROM FRONT
is inadequate to meet the needs
of our Alumni Office and their
business functions.”
The welcome center will also
help with recruitment by creating
a space designed especially for
welcoming and recruiting students.
Though it’s still an early pre-design,
a few things have been factored in
to move plans forward.
The building will be for the
admissions department, along with
the director of alumni relations
Gina Monson and members of her
staff. Admissions current location
in Owens, after renovations, will
be used for the rest of the Alumni
Foundation staff.
The location of the welcome
center has been set for what was
once the Newman Center, on
campus near 11th Street. MSUM
was offered first dibs at purchasing
the Newman site, which was
affiliated with Moorhead Catholic
College Ministry.
“That was something you
couldn’t resist,” President Edna
Szymanski
said.
“Otherwise
somebody could set up shop right
here and we couldn’t control it right
within the footprint of the campus.”
The projected cost of the
renovation will be $4.5 million,
which they plan on acquiring by
fundraising.
“I have a soft commitment for
at least a half million dollars to
do this. We’re just taking our time
with design specifications and
consultation and fundraising,”
Szymanski said.
The construction is set for the
summer of 2014. After deciding the
construction date and project cost,
MSUM administration will now
begin plans for future fundraising.
The welcome center construction
will be put off, while these next
two years the campus will focus on
completion of library renovations.
LEMKE, FROM FRONT
the center turn lane when Lemke
sped up to pass Varriano.
Aaland told The Advocate
Monday that Varriano was
tailgating Lemke. He slowed
down, Aaland said, and she passed
him in the center turn lane, flipping
him off.
The police report cited in The
Forum stated that Varriano told
police her car slid on dirt and debris
in the center turn lane, and she
collided with Lemke’s vehicle.
Varriano sideswiped Lemke’s
car and didn’t stop, Aaland said.
Lemke followed her and called
9-1-1, reporting a case of road rage.
When the police arrived, Aaland
said, they must have been mistaken
and thought Varriano had put in the
call to police.
“She caused the accident, and
to my knowledge has received no
citation,” Aaland said.

FACULTY, FROM FRONT
Gracyk declined to comment
about whether the union threatened
to pursue grievances if the change
didn’t happen this year, but
Blackhurst said MSUM acted
because it makes the most sense for
the long-term stability of the entire
institution.
“This is not something the
university had to be forced into
doing,” she said. “We were at a
point in time where we needed to
invest in our probationary faculty.”

A prof reacts

In her Lommen office, special
education professor Keri DeSutter
said she’s happy MSUM is
transitioning. DeSutter, whose

News
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For a list of tenure-track faculty hires, go to:
web.mnstate.edu/academicaffairs/AABACcfm

large program has only two
tenured professors and will get
three probationary positions next
year (potentially filled by the same
people as before), is at the end of
her fourth fixed-term contract. With
no doctorate, she’s not eligible for a
permanent position, but will be back
for a final one-year contract next
year. Then, if approved, her position
will become probationary too.
A track to tenure encourages
faculty investment in students
and often facilitates higher-level
research, DeSutter said. In general,
she said, the campus vibe is a lot
better than when she started at

MSUM.
“The atmosphere is a lot less
tense which makes the learning
environment so much better,” she
said.

The process continues

Last Friday, department chairs
submitted their requests for the
next round of probationary faculty
hires. The AABAC will consider
them at a four-hour meeting
tomorrow and issue preliminary
recommendations.
While this year AABAC primarily
focused on transitioning from fixed
term to long-term positions without

major changes to the number of
professors in each program,
Blackhurst said that in years
to come “there will be a lot more
strategy.”
Enrollment data and specific
program needs “will be the things
that drive decisions about whether
we hire probationary faculty,” she
said. “We want to be constantly
evaluating how we are using our
resources.”
Translation: When a faculty
position opens due to retirement or
resignation, it will not necessarily be
filled by a professor in the same field.
With limited available contracts,
departments and programs will need
to convince the AABAC that each
request is worthy.

Students driven in Model UN

for debating resolutions within each
committee.
“When you get there, you’ll
hopefully be able to present your
resolutions,” said Danielson, who
won “best delegate” in the social and
humanitarian committee, “but it’s
only two days that you’re actually in
committee, so it’s really hard to get
to all of them.”

Preparation is crucial to attend this
even.
“MSUM shows up and we’re
really well prepared,” said
Danielson. “Last year we had a
school that actually got in Rohan’s
face because they’re like, ‘You guys
take this way too seriously.’”
The four students – all political
science majors – were brought
together by MSUM’s springoffered course “Model United
Nations” where they prepared for
the conference under the guidance
of professor Andrew Conteh, a
prior real-life delegate to the United
Nations General Assembly.
“His logistical role is he helps us
to figure out how to find documents
for what committee we’re in,”
Salscheider said, “but really, knowing
what Conteh’s expectations of us are
is essentially what drives, I think, our
team farther than everybody else’s.”
For more information about
the Arrowhead Model United
Nations conference visit: www.
arrowheadmun.org.

there’s like five- to 10-thousand
people in it and here there is like 50
to 60 each category, so I mean, you
get out right away to run.” Waller is
using the races to stay in shape for
volleyball and likes the laid back
atmosphere of the Dragon races.
“It’s not extremely competitive, so
like if you want to go out and run
for fun it’d be a good one, unlike the
Fargo marathon where people are
running to place.”
If you attended the Dragon Fire
Walk on Saturday you would have
seen that Dragon athletics weren’t
the only people there attempting to
raise money.
Jim Parker, a family friend
of the Hahn’s and advocate for
Logan’s Heroes, ran the Dragon
5K backwards to raise awareness
and called
it “Running
Backward
to
Move
Forward
for
cystic
fibrosis.”
Parker
is
trying to raise
awareness
If you took YAZ, YASMIN or
about cystic
fibrosis,
OcellA and suffered blood clots,
a
lifethreatening
dvt, heart attack, stroke or had
genetic
disease that
gall bladder surgery, you may
causes thick
have a "significant claim".
mucus
to
develop and
build up in
the lungs and
for a free evaluation call Mike Miller
other areas
Solberg Stewart Miller & Tjon
within
the
body.
Fargo: 237-3166
“I did a
Toll Free: 877-237-3166
run a few
mmiller@solberglaw.com
months ago

for charity and figured that I wanted
to help out,” Parker said. “I consider
myself, my family, my friends,
we’re all pretty lucky. Seeing the
struggles some people go through,
running backwards for three miles
is nothing compared to what really
other people have to deal with on a
daily basis.”
Parker ran the race in hopes
of getting attention for his cystic
fibrosis foundation and the Blow
Away Cystic Fibrosis 2012 Great
Strides Walk that will take place at
10 a.m. on May 5 at Rabanus Park.
Proceeds will go to Logan’s heroes
for 6-year-old Logan who is in a
perilous fight against the disease.
“You look at Logan and you
wouldn’t know that she’s got
anything wrong with her,” Parker
said. “I got my family out here
because it was a team effort and we
will be there Saturday too. It’s not
too late to donate it’s a great event
for great strides.”
You can donate to help Logan’s
heroes reach its goal of $10,000
by going to greatstrides.cff.org or
Parker’s page at Cystic Fibrosis
Foundation Great Strides website.
Participants in Walk the Dragon,
a campaign put on by the MSUM
bookstore to help with donations
and promote a healthy lifestyle,
also aided the bookstore in
raising $2,115 for Dragon athletic
scholarships. The event took place
on April 23 at noon when students,
athletes and staff took to MSUM
campus to raise money. Another
helping hand in this year’s effort
was the MSUM residence halls,
with their annual “Shoeminator”
battle in the Walk the Dragon
campaign.
Other
sponsors
included 106.9, The Fargo Forum
and Fargo Running Company.

BY JOSHUA BERGGREN
berggrenjos@mnstate.edu

Four MSUM students applied
their political and international
knowledge earning distinction
during a Model United Nations
conference April 12-15.
Marissa
Peterson,
Sarah
Danielson, Rohan John and Hannah
Salscheider were awarded “best
delegation” for their collective
professionalism
as
delegates
representing Israel at the Arrowhead
Model UN conference.
MSU-Mankato
hosted
the
conference, attracting nearly 300
students from over a dozen colleges
and universities throughout central
U.S. and Canada.
The Arrowhead Model United
Nations is divided into six different
committees: political insecurity,
security council, environmental,
human rights council, social and
humanitarian and economic and
finance, John said.
Though students may request

Greg Lemke

Lemke admitted to speeding up
when Varriano began to pass him
in the turn lane, when he should
have stopped, Aaland said. “He’s a
straight-shooter. He’s the one who
called the police.”
“It’s a very unfortunate
circumstance,” Aaland said.

which committee they’ll represent,
the countries each school represented
were assigned.
The conference began with
an opening general assembly at
which a speaker from each country
explained what that country hoped
to accomplish before the closing
assembly on the morning of day four;
days two and three were reserved
FIRE WALK, FROM FRONT
was a little apprehensive Saturday
morning due to the cloudy weather.
“The weather wasn’t looking
too great this morning, but it did
turn around for us and didn’t rain,”
Riopelle said. “We do the 10-mile,
so we hope that runners will use
this as a training race for the Fargo
marathon and that hopefully it
attracts more runners.”
Student athlete Angie Waller is
an example of the kind of runners
Riopelle hoped for. Waller ran in
Saturdays race to train for the 10K
Fargo Marathon that takes place
the third week in May wearing a
MSUM Women’s Volleyball shirt to
promote her team.
“I like the races because there is
not many people in it,” Waller said.
“You go to the Fargo Marathon and
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Dragon Athletics: A year in review

by danny determan
determda@mnstate.edu

This past year for MSUM
Athletics was certainly an
interesting one. There were
plenty of good things to discuss,
but also plenty of not-so-great
moments.
The major headline came
in July when the university
announced they were attempting
to raise the appropriate funds to
create a D-I hockey program.
The proposed men’s and
women’s hockey team was to
play in the Scheels Arena and
would have been on the ice for
the 2013-2014 season.
In July, it was announced
that the university was roughly
halfway to reaching its goal
of $37 million. By February,
it appeared that total did not
move very far, and the plan was
scrapped.

FALL

The fall season was a
relatively uneventful one.
The Dragon football season
was absolutely dismal. The
team won just two of their 11
games, being outscored by

their opponents 437-193 for
the season. They also finished
the season with a seven-game
losing streak.
The Dragon volleyball squad
had a better time this fall
than football, but it was not
enough for a postseason push.
They finished 13-14, but had a
conference record of 11-9.

WINTER

The winter sports brought
much more excitement for fans
than its fall counterparts.
The men’s basketball team
had one of its best starts in
school history, winning 13 of
its first 14 games. They also
topped the mighty NDSU Bison
90-84 in a preseason exhibition
game.
While they did eventually
cool off a bit, they still managed
a record of 14-8 in the NSIC,
good enough for second place
in the conference.
After
a
solid
playoff
performance, the Dragons
fell in the NCAA regional
tournament to the Colorado
School of Mines, Golden,
Colo., 80-60 to end the season.
The Dragon women’s season

was almost the opposite of
the men, starting off cold but
making a strong push in the
second half. They finished
the season 14-13 and were
eliminated in the first round of
the postseason.
The wrestling team only
earned two wins throughout
their season, but they were
highlighted by senior Corey
Ulmer, who ended the regular
season as the No. 1 wrestler in
NCAA’s 125-pound division.
Despite an early exit in the
national tournament, he was
still named to the All-NSIC
First Team.
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SPRING

The Dragon softball team
was another MSUM team with
a rough season. They won just
nine of 43 games, batted .263
as a team and were outscored
340-151 by their opponents.
The 2012 athletic season
was not a great one for many
MSUM teams, but there were
several high points in with the
low. It would appear that fans
have plenty of things to look
forward to next season except
for hockey, of course.

$9

Meghan‘s Sports Term
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“Bicycle Kick”
Meghan’s Guess

When you’re riding your horse playing polo, and
instead of kicking in your kick stand on a bike,
you kick your horse. PETA should be on this.

$7

Actual Definition
In Soccer: The player throws their body into the
air, makes a shearing movement with the legs to
get one leg in front of the other and attempts to
play the ball backwards, over their own head, all
before returning to the ground.

